Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS) derived disease models:
In vivo to in vitro gaps Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells are one of the most soughtafter tools of regenerative medicine created by extra-physiological endeavours of reprogramming which help not only as promising avenues for therapy but also for recapitulating the disease pathology in a dish and also as modelling systems for studying organ/tissue behaviours. iPS cell based clinical trials having been started for treating age -related macular degeneration [1] and recently for Parkinson's [2] though seem promising, several hurdles such as genetic mutations in the cells [3] and adverse effects [4] remain obstacles to further progress.
Though the clinical applications are having several hurdles, iPS cells remain treasured tools of researchers all over the world to model diseases because previously unknown aspects of disease behaviour and molecular mechanisms governing them have been brought to light by such iPS technology-based disease models. A classic example being cancer stem cells (CSC) [5] which are otherwise very elusive and difficult to obtain from cancer tissues that are heterogenous in nature, through iPS technology we are able to obtain which help us recapitulate the unique cancer microenvironment of that individual thus throwing a hope to study the cancer behaviour and develop personalized medicine strategies.
One such effort has been reported in this issue of JSRM where Nekrasov and Kiselev describe previously unknown aspects of Huntington's disease (HD) [6] by employing iPS cells generated from HD patients' fibroblasts in which they report for the first time an impairment of mitochondrial trafficking in pathological neurons with endogenous mutant huntingtin. They conclude that impairments of mitochondrial trafficking and nuclear roundness being harbingers of the disease long before it manifests, providing a new insight for a probable early diagnosis in the future.
At this instance we wish to outline five aspects by which iPS based disease models with current technologies may fall short of their goal of reflecting in vitro, a mirror image of what happens in vivo (Figure 1 ).
While the in vivo disease develops in an otherwise normal cell, the iPS derived cell has gone through an oncogene based non-physiological reprogramming before and during the process of induction of the disease.
ii.
Causative factors:
In vivo causative factors in onset of any disease are highly complex and maybe even chronic while in vitro, disease is induced by definitive factors with a strong etiological influence [7] .
iii. Speed of evolution:
The causative factors of in vitro models being strong and specific, the disease pathology is created at a faster pace which otherwise in vivo will be relatively slower.
iv.
Aging process:
iPS cells by nature having been immortalized possess the capability for a long period of uncontrolled proliferation whereas the in vivo cells going through the pathophysiological disease process are amenable to the natural process of aging and exhibit relevant behaviour [8] .
v. Environment:
In vitro disease models' cells lack what otherwise cells in vivo during pathophysiology would have as an environment and/or influence such as enzymes, hormones, diurnal rhythms, angiogenesis, physicochemical factors etc., [9] .
While understanding the limitations in iPS technology as mentioned above, further research into overcoming them to gain a much accurate insight into the process of evolution of diseases is essential.
